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WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO
Mission | contribute to the economic and social wellbeing of New Zealand by collecting and distributing money.

IR operates in two broad areas: we collect taxes, and collect and disburse money to those entitled
through our social policy programmes. Last year we achieved the following:
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TE PAE TAWHITI –“THE DISTANT HORIZON”

STRATEGY’S ROLE:
Our stewardship role requires us to understand the distant horizon and bring the
outside in, make sense of it, and then to act on it.

The Strategy team plays a critical role in monitoring and translating medium to long
term emerging trends and themes from the outside world into meaningful insights.
We follow a “What, So What, So What Now?” mantra, to understand the world
around us, identify those trends that may affect Inland Revenue, and to decide what
to do about it.
This is done within our Te Kāhu Mataroa programme.
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CHALLENGES TO THE PUBLIC SECTOR’S CURRENT APPROACH
“We are not good at thinking long-term. We struggle to foster system-wide effort to achieve better results for citizens.”
S. Waldegave (2018)

A focus on today’s problems and linear solutions in the here-and-now

Short-termism within departmental siloes
Outdated assumptions that underpin current business and social models

Preferring certainty and focusing on current operational demands, while not
embracing uncertainty to drive strategic conversations
Failure to build collective insight to tackle pressing or emerging problems
facing our citizens, businesses and industries
Forgetting the critical question - Who are we serving and how are their needs
changing?
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āhu Mat

Te K ā h u M a t a r o a
Kāhu is a harrier hawk that spends time
aloft with its keen eyes looking to pick
up what’s important, heading to earth
when it sees something it wants.
The Mataroa part is about focusing on
and giving great consideration to
something. In this case it’s giving
that focus to what we see on the
horizon. This relates to the environment
we are scanning.
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TE KĀHU MATAROA IS IR’S STRATEGIC FUTURES WORK PROGRAMME
We take the long-term view by looking to the horizon of the operating environment using a
repeatable, fit-for-purpose, futures scanning process
This enables us to understand what changes might be signalled, what that means for the
revenue system and IR, and what IR needs to do now to respond
The outcome of our work also informs our executive’s strategic conversations to help determine
what IR should do in the future. This could include altering IR’s strategic direction or making
operational changes
This process generates two types of strategic products:


an annual strategic update; and



regular ‘deep dives’ on specific topics that develop NZ Inc | Public sector | IR insights.

In developing these outputs the Strategy team works across IR, the system of government,
industry, the community, academia; and with our international colleagues
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WHAT INLAND REVENUE HAS DONE TO CHALLENGE ITSELF
We want to work collaboratively to identify what we need to achieve over the long term in the face of large-scale social
and business transformation caused by the accelerating pace of disruption and environmental changes
Conducted our baseline scan and generated products to raise awareness: Poster and Video
Selected key projects, for example:

Scan
Projects

Link

Lead



Trust and the Public Sector



The Future of Auckland



Demographics



Future of Work and



Disruptive technologies | Cryptocurrencies & Blockchain

Created linkages to other agency’s work programmes and projects: e.g.: Treasury Foresight
Programme, Digital Govt Policy & Futures Group, Reserve Bank’s Future of Cash Project
Co-created the cross-agency Strategic Futures Group; and helped shape the agenda for
futures thinking becoming embedded across the system

Next?

We want to harness system-wide participation to enrich the inputs into consideration of what
alternative futures might be, what responses are appropriate and that they are acted on
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pportunitie

OUR CALL TO ACTION!
1. Join the Strategic Futures Group
2. Continue to jointly engage on how to
integrate as a matter of processconsideration of the long term into our
strategic thinking and planning; and
importantly – to act on it!
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Thank you!
CONTACT
Grant Fletcher
Director | Phone 021 246 1271
grant.fletcher@ird.govt.nz

